Island Program and Storage Solutions
The Viola Park Island Program currently includes three models that allow for a wide range of configurations. Both mobile and
stationary models are available and can be optimized for specific functions. All of the islands are delivered either fully
assembled or as a simple kit of parts that can be quickly and solidly assembled on site.
The islands can be purchased independently, or as part of a complete kitchen.
For more information, email us at inquiries@violapark.com
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Viola Park Island Program
A. Mobile island with steel base. Corian or Paperstone worksurface. Standard range of materials available for cabinet. Variety of drawer configurations available. Available in lengths up to 84” and
widths of 25” and 32”. Can also be configured as a stationary unit.
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B. Open configuration consisting of two partially open end units and a spanning worksurface. Worksurface is Corian, Paperstone or Stainless Steel on a wood platform. Viola Park Pivot Storage
units can be mounted in variety of configurations. Recessed breadbox is an option. Available in lengths up to 11’ and widths of 24”, 30” and 36”.
B.1
B.2

C. Flexible assembly of partially open drawer units and spanning or cantilevered worksurface. Viola Park Pivot Storage units can be mounted in variety of configurations. Available in lengths up to
12’ and widths of 24”, 36” and 42”.
C.1
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B + C Hybrid - B and C elements can be combined as shown.
B+C-1

B+C-2

Pivot Storage System

In-counter Storage Module

Pivot Storage System, a set of pivoting storage elements mounted beneath
a worksurface and designed to allow quick and efficient access to specific
cooking tools without getting in the way of the cook – while maximizing
countertop space.

The in-counter storage module has compartments for bread, onions, garlic
etc. This new product allows ease of access without cluttering the
worksurface.

